Vycom's Seaboard™ family of marine, RV, and outdoor materials provides superior performance in outdoor environments where water, UV exposure, and other harsh elements are present. Unlike wood or metal alternatives, our products will not rust, corrode, rot, delaminate, or splinter. With their superior scratch resistance, stiffness, and UV packages, our HDPE and PVC products are ideal for a wide range of applications, from outdoor cabinetry and marine furniture to signage, and recreational areas.

Seaboard® StreamLite™ is a light-density expanded PVC sheet product designed for economical wood or metal replacement. The materials are lead and heavy metal free, which allows them to optimize performance while being more environmentally friendly. StreamLite PVC is ideal for practical light-duty applications. Its smaller cell structure enables suitable screw and staple retention. The product is UV protected for long-term material performance.

**VALUE & PERFORMANCE**

- **Seaboard® StreamLite™** is a light-density expanded PVC sheet product designed for economical wood or metal replacement. The materials are lead and heavy metal free, which allows them to optimize performance while being more environmentally friendly. StreamLite PVC is ideal for practical light-duty applications. Its smaller cell structure enables suitable screw and staple retention. The product is UV protected for long-term material performance.

**Optimal Performance**
Will not rot, swell or split. It is an ideal replacement for wood. Easy to handle, cut and fabricate using conventional tools and equipment.

**Reduce Costs**
Working with a light-weight, cost-effective marine grade board material.

**Lighten the Load**
Lighter materials reduce shipping costs and carbon footprint, and make for easier installation.

**Broad Product Portfolio**
Vycom provides the most complete range of extruded PVC sheet thicknesses, finishes and textures, along with other marine grade materials from a single manufacturer.

**Reduce and Recycle**
Eliminate landfill waste as StreamLite is 100% recyclable.
Vycom’s Seaboard™ family of marine, RV, and outdoor materials provides superior performance in outdoor environments where water, UV exposure, and other harsh elements are present. Unlike wood or metal alternatives, our products will not rust, corrode, rot, delaminate, or splinter. With their superior scratch resistance, stiffness, and UV packages, our HDPE and PVC products are ideal for a wide range of applications, from outdoor cabinetry and marine furniture to signage, and recreational areas.

**TOP APPLICATIONS:**
- Wood Replacement (Non-Load Bearing)
- Marine Seat Backs
- Cabinetry
- Shutters
- Instrumental Panels / Consoles
- Case Goods

**KEY MATERIAL BENEFITS:**
- Easy to Form, Cut & Glue
- Screw, Nail, & Staple Retention
- Easy to Fabricate, Paint, or Laminate with Traditional Tools
- Good Strength-to-Weight Ratio
- Insect Resistant
- Weatherability
- Will Not Rot, Swell, or Peel
- 100% Recyclable

**COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES (vs. similar materials):**
- Small Cell Structure for Finishing
- Oversized Sheets
- Good Stiffness, Impact & Fastening
- Light Density Economical Alternative
- All Materials Produced in U.S.A.

**COMPLIANCES:**
- UL 94 V-0
- ASTM-E-84
- NFPA-255
- RoHS Compliant

**COMPONENTS:**
- **EXPANDED PVC STREAMLITE™**
- **6MM – 25MM**
- Satin smooth finish
- Standard sheet sizes available
- Custom sizes available upon request

**COLORS**
- ❶ WHITE
- ❷ BLACK

**THICKNESSES**
- 6MM - 25MM

Curbell Plastics is a proud supplier of Vycom materials.